This pattern (complete in 1 sheet) contains directions for two dolls and clothes. Use tan, flesh color or white socks for dolls; percale, gingham, muslin or a similar fabric for clothes; cotton batting or synthetic filling such as dacron or orlon for stuffing; six-strand embroidery floss for embroidery; Knitting Worsted for hair.

**MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS:** (35" Fabric Used)

**DOLLS:** 2 cotton socks in men's Size 11-1/2 or 12 (tint white socks peach if desired); six-strand embroidery floss for embroidering faces; blue for eyes; red for mouth and black for remainder; cotton batting or synthetic filling for stuffing; six-strand embroidery floss for embroidery; Knitting Worsted for hair.


**CUTTING DOLL:**

Follow the Cutting Chart for Doll. Cut arms and ears from foot of sock. Cut back of head. Trace placing of arm in center of each side of sock about 3" above top of ribbing. Fold sock flat (see Detail for Placing Darts and Face) and trace the front and back darts on sock; slash up center to 3/4" above top of ribbing to form legs. The face may be traced on now (which is easier) but it is better to wait until doll is stuffed and then trace it on.

**CUTTING CLOTHES:**

Use pattern pieces as you would a tissue pattern. Cut as directed on each pattern piece.

**MAKING DOLL:**

Turn to wrong side and seam legs up center slash; sew the traced darts, one in each leg, one in back and two in front of body. Run a thread around open end of each leg about 1/4 inch above end and gather tightly; catch end of thread back and forth to close toe securely (see Detail of Foot - wrong side). Turn to right side. Using 3 strands of six-strand floss embroider mouth and eyes in outline and satin stitch, nose and freckles in outline stitch, eyelashes in short straight lines. If face was traced on while sock was flat, stuff to top and run a running stitch around opening (back of head on cutting chart for doll) and gather up and stitch same as toes; shape by squeezing as you stuff. Seam one end and side of each arm piece. Turn to right side and stuff; catch to body on lines for attaching arms. Wind a string around doll about 1/4 inch above top of arms and pull tightly to about 3-3/4 inches circumference to form neck. Tie securely. Face ear pieces and attach to each side of head. If face has not al-
Directions for wearing white socks:

1. Cut a similar fabric for the hat, such as dacron or cotton.
2. Use embroidery floss for mouth and nostrils.
3. Use plastic or bead filling for eyes.
4. Use 4 buttons.
5. Use snap. Hat:
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- 1/8 yd. fabric
- 1/4 yd. fabric
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Detail for Placing Darts and Face

Detail of Completed Doll
PINAFORÉ
Waistband - Cut 1 - 1-1/2" X 18-1/2"
Skirt - Cut 1 - 4-3/4" X 24"
Ruffles - Cut 2 - 2" X 9-1/2"

BOY'S SHIRT
CUT 1

OVERALL BAND
CUT 2
NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS MAY VARY SLIGHTLY AS SOCKS ARE NOT ALL EXACTLY ALIKE.

Details for Making Hair

GIRL'S FACE

BOY'S FACE

OUTSIDE

Detail of Foot
Right Side
MAKING HAIR: (BOY OR GIRL) -
Cut Knitting Worsted into 7" and 3" long strands (see Detail). Follow Illustration for Making Hair and using 1 strand take a stitch at each dot (see Detail). Use longer strands for top of head; shorter strands for bangs and sides of head. Trim as Illustration. Tie bow on Girl Doll's hair.

MAKING CLOTHES: 1/4" Seams Allowed.
(All pieces will be sewn together with right sides facing).

GIRL'S CLOTHES:
Panties: With right sides facing, join center front and center back seams; place these seams together and stitch leg seams. Hem top and leg openings to form casings for elastic. Stitch lace to leg openings; insert elastic in hems; adjust to doll and secure ends of elastic. Dress: Seam shoulder and side seams of bodice. Hem center back opening. Bind neck edge. Seam sleeves; gather upper and lower edges. Seam short ends of sleeve bands. Bind lower edges of sleeves with bands, adjusting gathers to fit. Insert sleeves into armholes, adjusting gathers and stitch. Seam short ends of skirt together leaving 2" opening at top for placket. Hem placket. Gather upper edge to fit bodice and stitch together. Sew snap in place. Adjust length; turn up hem and stitch. Pinafore: Fold ruffle pieces in half and gather open edge to fit straps. Bind gathered edge with strap. Seam short sides of skirt. Gather one long side to fit waistband and stitch leaving about 5" at each end for ties. Stitch one end of shoulder straps to edges of back opening of skirt at waistband; stitch other end at front of skirt adjusting it.

BOY'S CLOTHES:
Shirt: Seam shoulder, underarm and side seams. Bind neck edge with bias binding. Hem back, bottom and sleeve edge. Sew snaps to back opening. Overalls: Seam front and back seams of pants. Place seams together at crotch and seam leg seams. Slash down each side for 1" to form plackets. Hem plackets. Bind top of pants with waistband. Face bib and attach to top center of waistband. Make buttonholes in top of bib and at each side of front waistband. Fold straps and stitch. Attach to back waistband about 1" from center seam, cross and sew button to front end. Attach buttons to back waistband to match buttonholes on front waistband. Hem leg openings. Hat: (Can be made of felt if desired. If felt is used, cut 1 crown and 4 brim piece without seam allowance). Stitch darts on crown of hat and press flat. Join the two brim pieces together around edge of brim. Turn to outside and press flat. Join brim to crown easing where necessary. Turn to inside of hat and top-stitch brim to crown. If felt is used for hat, whip-stitch all pieces together.